by Col J. A Donvan,

LNG THE 1'tST decade
of tensions, crises and incidents between the forces
of the Comu unist conspiracy and the
Free World, "readiness" has become a
common goal in the Armed Forces of
the United States, Never before in our
peacetime history have o many Amerlean fighting men been ,eployed to
toreign shores and distant areas to
stand watch, with our allies, prepared
to preserve our way of life. Never beforce in peacetime have so many U.S.
military units been maintained at such
a high degree of alert readiness for
combat as now exists in the closing
months of 1961.
Twenty-five years ago, alert drills
and "battle stations" were practices
confined mainly to the fleets at sea.
Fleet "readiness" was a byword even
then as the very nature of naval warfare has made fast reaction to impending dancer a long standing element of
naval battle doctrine,
The standards, procedures and battle
station drills of the Navy have also long
been a part of the normal practices of
Marines, as a result of their basic seagoing character. So, in the early days
of the FMF, before World War II,
"readiness" to move out quickly for
ov.' -' "as 'xpeditions was an accepted
sts.idard for the U, S. Marine Corps.
"'Fcst to Fight" was already an old
Mar'ie Corps slogan,
Ents of World War II, from the
• early Zeployment of ready Marines to
Iceland in 'July of 1941,"to the first U.S.
offepsiv operations against enemy
shores at Guadalcanal, merely repeated
the fiita4c facts that U.S. Marines
have been traditionally and functionally
the nation's ready spearhead force.
Large or Small scale, application of U.S.
military powe was a job for the
Marines first.
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Lessons Relearned
The sudden, unexpected and large
scale participation. in th early days of
the Keai War,found many, U.S.
forces on occupation duty in the Far
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East relatively unprepared for v½ient
combat. The nearest U.S
ines
were in undetrength ciiviro 'is and
wings thousands of miles away in California and North Caroli .a—or in a
reserve status. Needless to say, before
the Pusan Perimeter and Northern
Korea battles were over, all of the U.S.
forces had learned again—the hard way
—the lessons of combat readiness,
Many of the veterans of those campaigns are still in service. They will not
soon forget the defeats, the retreats and
the months of calamity for our side at
the hands of a relentless cori'munist
foe. It appears that the lessons were
learned well. Rer diness is now every
body's business.
Our powerful Sixth and Seventh
Fleets have been on patrol in the critical maritime areas continuously since
the Korean War. Every day, year in
and year out, we can be assured that
some ships and aircraft of those Fleets
are at battle stations or on dawn
patrol, scanning the very beaches of
the communist world,
For years, the giant bombers of the
Air Force's Stategic Air Command have
been practicing increasingly demanding
degrees of combat readiness. Finally,
this past year, that element of the
nation's defenses, constituting the bulk
of our atomic deterrent, went on an airborne alert with a substantial number
of aircraft constantly kept in flight,
armed and ready to go. In addition, the
Continental Air Defense Command has
kept jet interceptors on strip alert at
dozens of air stations for many years.
The Army, too, in recent years has
found itself in the readiness business,
in contrast to its older, more traditional
role of providing a base for a mobilization build-up of large forces of citizen
soldiers and guardsmen. The Army
now maintains scores of anti-air defense
missile sites manned and ready around
the clock. But most unprecedented for
our peacetime Army is the overseas deployment, to he raw frontiers of the
communist world, of two large field
armies. The Seventh in Germany and

jn Korea are already committed to hole the line in those sensitive
areas.
The Army has also built up a V.S.
based Strategic Ariry Corps of three
divisions, se rn to tc aix, d'dic&ed to
readiness and speed of reaction i contingencies any place in the wc
All of this concern for our abilit,r to
react, all of the str.dards )f highly
alert defenses, is appropriate and wise.
The enemies' surprises at Ferl Harbor
and Korea; re dehiyed couote offosives of the past as we built our
strength; the costly results of "too little
too late;" have left their mark. It 'ios
not take a visionary to see the currei-cc
implications of the sped of communications, the speed of aircraft and
rapidity with which current events can
develop. Speed of reaction and timely
application of U '3. comat power of
the right type in suitable strength, as
e idencc. of American policy and intent,
is the dominant factor in U.S. strategy.
Readiness n Old Stor' to Marines
Much has been wrtten and said
about speed of reaction, alert forces,
speed of movement, and air and sea lift
mobility in recent months. It is all old
stuff to the U.S. Marine Corps. These
matters have been our stock in trade
and main concern for many years.
Their validity is now gaining full recognition. The FMF has trained constantly
at the skills of rapidly mounting out
amphibious forces that can project
modern combat power onto enemy
shores by surface or helicopter assault.
Marine combat forces of combined
arms, including supporting Marine
Corps aircraft, are kept dtployed at sea
with the Sixth and Seventh Fleets.
These highly mobile amphibious units
are able to meve to troubled areas
quickly with t'e spe"i and full support
of a powerful sr -lern fleet. No other
type force in the w,. 3d has the balanced,
flexible and diverse capabilities of this
unique combat team. It can move unchallenged thr'igh international waters
to the vicinity of the objective area. It'
can lie offshore indefinitely, or it can
put a varied amount of combat power
ashore to protect American interests
and to aid our allies. It can launch a
powerful amphibious assault if need be,

and it can support itself in combat v
a good order of logistic stsinà? This
is combat readiness. This is reaction
capability; timely, powerful And flexible. This is the role and mission of
the Fleet Marine Force.
In addition-to'- the units afloat, the
'MF -maintains powerful ready units
ii - a rward deployment posture on
Okinawa, Japan and Hawaii. A,.-se,
division-wing e1ments can be quickly
moved to trouble spots in the Western
Pacific where they can apply balanced
combat pcver designed to do the specific job at hand. Behiid them, at large
U.S. bases on each coast, are additional
division-wing teams constantly training
for combat deployment.
Air Speed Reaction

In spite of the fact that history has
demonstrated that critical events are
usually preceded by indications that
provide us with strategic intelligence
and time to move the balanced fleets
near to the area—it is an accepted
element of our national strategy that
we also be able to react to emergency
situations at air speeds. For some situations and locations, surface sea speed
is neither fast enough nor appropriate.
For certain purposes there is no comparison between 300 mph and 15 knots
in our employment of modern forces
and weapons.
The Marine Corps has long recognized
the merits of air movement of Marine
forces to the battle area and around the
battlefield. Thus the Corps has had its
own combat transport squadrons for
many years. Reinforcement, augmentation or support of amphibious forces by
air transported Marines is a part of
amphibious doctrine. The Marine Corps
has a statutory function of being
ready to move and supply combat
forces by air. Histc" c events of the
L- rigmentation
recent past, such
troop lift to Lebaiox and the deploymeit in esponse to the Caracas-Nixon
incident have emphasized requirements
for an air movement capability.
Certain contingency plans require
that the FMF maintain a high state of
readiness to move limited size forces
by air in an emergency. This is being
done throughout the FMF.
In 1960, the Commandant, General

Shoup, added.
t is to b1S requirement by initia tin gjoint tralnrng with
the J S Air Force Troop Carriers of
Tactical Air Cqmmand The Air Force
has the specific function of providing
Air transportation for all of the services.
It is the job of MATS to provide airlift
fo the inter-cortinental movement of
troops ad supplies.
MATS ttilizes the giant C-124's, the
Civil Reserve Airfleet and the new jet
C-135s and C-13013s. Troop Carrier
Command is mainly a forward area
tactical troop carrier. It has C-130s,
C-123s and C-119 aircraft. It transports the Army airborne forces. It is
aiso available to the Unified Commanders to support the amphibious
forces and to carry Marines when
necessary.
Alert Marine Units

All three Marine divisions now maintain specified units on an alert status
ready to move by air to overseas objective areas in the execution of our
contingency plans. These are not "airborne assault" forces. These are "air
transported" forces. The Army has the
function of airborne assault—just as
the Marine Corps has the function of
amphibious assault. Movement by air
is merely another means of projecting
Marines and seapower into a troubled
area to carry out our national policy.
The Second Marine Division, at
Camp Lejeune, N.C., has probably
maintained the highest degree of alertness for air movement during recent
years. This is due to the nature of its
particular plans and possible missions.
The tensions that exist in areas of
the Atlantic, Mediterranean, Caribbean
and South America require that FMF,
Atlantic, maintain alert forces capable
of mounting out expeditiously with
little or no warning. The Second Marine Division, supported by the Second
Marine Aircraft Wing, provides these
alert units.
In the Second Marine Division, one
of the battalions, reinforced as necessary, is constantly on "alert duty"
ready for rapid mount out, in a matter
of hours, by air. Within the alert duty
battalion, one company is always on
barracks alert. That is, the entire company is ready to go at a moment's

notice. The packs are packed, the truck
convoy is parked in front of the barracks and the men never leave the area.
They can be under way to the airfield
at near-by Cherry Point in less than
15 minutes following the issuance of
orders.
At Cherry--x-oint, there aie pre-positioned supplies and equipment for the
air alert units. When the whistle blows
and while the troops are moving by
truck from Lejeune, the Second Marine
Aircraft Wing people are loading the
aircraft.
The Air Wing maintains a number of
R4Q transports and crews on an alert
status similar to the Division. These
are to move the initial increment of
Marines in a sudden emergency if speed
of reaction is important. They a
rn re
ready and waiting. However, these R4Q
transports are relatively slow and aging
Aircraft. They are not the best for long
distance, overwater troop lifts. It is
hoped and expected that in it sudden
air deployment of Marines, the Air
Force will quickly provide the necessary long range transports of the C-124
and C-130 types for a fast airlift of
the entire alert battalion.
Constant Training

The alert units each train at the skills
of aircraft movement planning and aircraft loading. The Division has a new
mobile training van trailer configured
like the inside of a transport aircrcft.
It can take a squad at a time foe, indoctrination in conduct aboard aircIafi
parachutes, life - jackets, ditching procedures and related basic techniques.
During its alert duty period, each
unit conducts assembly and movement
drills at any time of day or night.
Occasionally it carries the drills all the
way to Cherry Point. A rapid move by
truck is followed by actual loading of
aircraft and sometimes take-off and a
short hop. This, of course, adds realism,
interest and mo:ivation to the alert
duty period. Without such drills the alert duty could become a routine bore.
It's hard to keep the team in tip-top
shape continuously without an occasional scrimmage.
Periodicalr, the Air Force hrjs in
its giant trahsport plane- to Ciercy
Point or the Air. Facility, at New River,
(Text contifaydon,c'age 21)
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Everyone moves in a hurry
when the siren
alerts the standby

company fora drill

All tiree divisions maintain
ALERT BATTALION (cont)

certain of their wilts on an alert status,
ready to move out on a moment's notice,
by air, if an emergency should arise

àj1Jybneet
of utilities Alerts
cause unique laundry prob e'ns

Photos by

In a matter of minutes, the truck commanders
signal that the convoy is ready.

Company record books and
other administrative gear
must be loaded
aboard trucks for shipment.

The company commander orders the
convoy to "move out"
en route to an airfield.
TURN PAGE
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ALERT BATTALION (cont.)

The ready convoy stands h
in the company aree,
waiting for an ohrt.

Mechanical Mules and other vehicles, are - started daily to ensure readiness.

Combat gear is pre-loaded on the trucks.
Truck commanders check the equipment daily.

Extra personal property is marked and
stored with the supply sergeant.

Men armed with pistols
wear them even
during ball games.

Movies in the squad bay
$ help break the
monotony of stand-by duty.

TURN PAGE
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ALERT BATTALION (cont)

Daiiy phykaJ cond.1onng exerches keep fte men ready
for field duty at all times
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ALERT BATTALION
entinuer frcrn page 15]

coo the Mames have an opportunity
to becOi frrdFar with the aircroft,
pracce loading thrn, get to know the
Air Force people and work with their
air movement procedures and doctrine.
This is all necessary and iroportar± in
order to develop the high degree of
teamwork and inter-service cooperation
demanded by current contingency plans.
The Air Force has been most cooperative and helpful in this training.

Many Stand the Watch
Each Marine always carries embarkation and usssgnic
in addition to his dog tags and ID card.
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The Air Wings maintain transports on an alert
status to &rlift the standby companies.

The "alert convoys," loaded and ready to roll,
are guarded around the clock.

The Marines of the Air Wing at
Cherry Point, and the Division at
Camp Lejeune, who spend many hours
during what may be considered tiresome and confining weeks on Alert
Duty can take some consolation in the
fact that they are not alone in their
sacrifices. Other Marines on Okinawa,
in Japan, and aboard ships in the Sixth
and Seventh Fleets are also standing
by. Airborne alert aircraft of SAC are
constantly boring holes through the air,
hundreds of U.S. pilots around the
world are on strip or deck alert, airborne battle groups of STRAC also
have the alert duty, Army OPs in
Korea are manned-an ' d U.S. fighting
men in Berlin are lookng into the eye
of potential trouble. The Navy roams
the world in its traditional high state of
battle station readiness.
Readiness is not a new concern to
naval forces or the Marine Corps.
However, the degree of readiness now
maintained by all the services is a
relatively recent development. It is a
consequence of the times we live in.
The speed of weapons, the world-wide
threats, the many commitments and
concerns have never before demanded
so much of the military services in
peacetime. It may be difficult for a
man living at home in North Carolina
to realize that he is actually within
hours of possible frontline combat. The
Alert Units and the speed of air movement now make all Marines available
for immediate deployment into a combat situation thousands of miles away.
Readiness has always ceeii the Marine Corps' concern. Nov., it is everyone's business and it's a business we'll
all be in for the rest of our lives.
World-wide recognition of this readiness and evidence of our serious intentions of maintaining it may deter those
who might otherwise cause us to
employ these forces. If this is so, then
those thousands of American fighting
men standing the long hours of Alert
Duy can perhaps find some satisfaction
iii heir eonthution to world peace.
END

